NEW SPW Sound Foam

Sound absorbing foam for between windows and doors.

NRC .70
SAA .68*

- Cost Effective
- Easy to Install
- Excellent NRC

Our Soundproof Window (SPW) Sound Foam is a new acoustic absorptive foam designed to enhance our windows and doors. We designed the foam specifically to fill in the space between two windows or two sliding glass doors. It is inexpensive, easy to install, and it is very effective. It is a quick and easy way to treat the space between our windows and doors.

*See test results
The lab test results graphed above are very new. It uses the current ASTM NRC test method and the new more accurate ASTM SAA test method that is about to be released. The new NWAA Labs test facility accurately tests from 50 Hz to 10,000 Hz.

We have not tested our products with this new sound foam. In fact all our products were tested without the benefit of any acoustical treatments (ask for details). We offer this alternative for the convenience of our customers. Use our foam or your preferred treatment methods - or perhaps use our foam for construction expediency and replace it later with any method you prefer.

We sell the SPW Sound Foam in 54 inch wide rolls for $20.00 per running foot. Please ask for a sample. We will soon have videos of how simple and easy it is to install.